Kidde Kitchen Fire Extinguisher

Benefits:
The Kidde Kitchen Fire Extinguisher (part # 21008173N) is the only special purpose fire extinguisher that is UL-listed for residential cooking equipment.* The special proprietary nozzle design delivers the firefighting agent at a high volume and low velocity, which reduces the chance of the cooking oil splashing. The pressure gauge shows the unit is charged and ready for use. Additionally, its non-toxic and non-corrosive agent makes clean-up safe and easy.

711A Rating: What It Means
The Underwriter’s Laboratories (UL) 711A rating is the most current testing standard for residential cooking equipment, and is the only standard that tests an extinguisher’s performance on vegetable and peanut oil. Consumers typically use these types of oils when cooking on the stove. However, because this standard is so new, it does not translate to a traditional A, B, or C rating like other fire extinguishers.

711A Rating: Why It’s Important
A fire extinguisher tested to put out cooking oil fires safely and effectively in a residential kitchen offers the consumer added peace of mind. That’s why Kidde’s Kitchen Fire Extinguisher was designed to the 711A rating.

Features:
• UL Listed
• 711A UL rating
• Proprietary Nozzle Design – Discharges agent at a low velocity to minimize oil splash
• Non-toxic Firefighting Agent – Similar to baking soda, it makes clean-up safe and easy
• Easy-to-Pull Safety Pin
• Easy-to-Read Pressure Gauge – Tells you the extinguisher is charged and ready for use
• Clear Instructions – Label graphics show how to operate the unit
• Mounting Options – UL-approved wall hook allows for mounting within a kitchen cabinet or pantry for quick access in an emergency
• Powder-Coated Aluminum Cylinder – Lightweight and corrosion resistant
• Nylon Handle – Rust and impact resistant
• 2.5 pounds of firefighting agent – Light enough to operate with one hand
• 12-Year Limited Warranty – Lasts four times longer than other available brands
• Disposable

Availability:
The Kidde Kitchen Fire Extinguisher retails for around $20 and is available at The Home Depot and other retailers.